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Development of 96 multiple injection-GC-MS technique and its 

application in protein engineering of natural and non-natural 

enzymatic reactions 
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Abstract: Directed evolution requires the screening of enzyme 

libraries in biological matrices. Available assays are mostly substrate 

or enzyme specific. Chromatographic techniques like LC and GC 

overcome this limitation, but require long analysis times. The herein 

developed multiple injections in a single experimental run (MISER) 

using GC coupled to MS allows the injection of samples every 33 s 

resulting in 96-well microtiter plate analysis within 50 min. This 

technique is implementable in any GC-MS system with autosampling. 

Since the GC-MS is far less prone to ion suppression than LCMS, no 

chromatographic separation is required. This allows the utilisation of 

an internal standards and the detection of main and side-product. To 

prove the feasibility of the system in enzyme screening, two libraries 

were assessed: i) YfeX library in an E. coli whole cell system for the 

carbene-transfer reaction on indole revealing the novel axial ligand 

tryptophan, ii) a library of 616 chimeras of fungal unspecific 

peroxygenase (UPO) in S. cerevisiae supernatant for hydroxylation of 

tetralin resulting in novel constructs. The data quality and 

representation are automatically assessed by a new R-script. 

Introduction 

Directed evolution mimics the natural selection process of 
Darwinian evolution in the laboratory. Random gene libraries are 
created and the corresponding enzyme variants are assessed for 
their altered and desired properties. The improved variants are 
thereafter submitted to further rounds of mutagenesis and 
screening.[1] The library size in a classical directed evolution 
approach consist of 500 – 2000 variants per round requiring a 
rapid analytical tool to quantify the activity of the different enzyme 
variants. Highly sensitive and robust assays are needed since 
starting activities are often below 10 turnovers (TON)[2] and the 
reactions need to be screened in complex biological matrices i.e. 
cell lysates, whole cell systems or cultivation supernatants.  
The overwhelming majority of successfully employed enzyme 
assays relies on changes in absorption or fluorescence 
wavelengths during the course of the reaction of either 
participating model substrates or of additionally coupled enzyme 
cascade reactions.[3] To further expand the portfolio of assaying 
techniques, a flexible, substrate unspecific analytical tool would 
be of high interest since UV/vis or fluorescence-based assays 

suffer from the requirement of spectroscopically active 
compounds. These fit-for-purpose compounds, however, can 
differ substantially from the actual substrate of interest yielding 
enhanced variants for a differing substrate conversion.[4] The ideal 
assay would allow the screening with the exact substrate of 
interest, be highly sensitive as well as exceedingly reproducible.  
A flexible and sensitive analytical technique is provided by 
chromatographic technologies such as liquid (LC) or gas 
chromatography (GC). While these techniques often provide the 
necessary sensitivity and are applicable to a wide range of 
substrates, they suffer from long analysis times preventing a high-
throughput screening with several hundreds of samples. 
Developments in the last 15 years delivered faster 
chromatographic technologies, like the UHPLC (ultra high 
performance liquid chromatography) reducing analytical time by 
using sub-2-micron particle in their packed columns and high 
pressure of up to 1000 bar.[5] 
A system capable of high-throughput GC analysis was introduced 
by Boeker et al.: the flow field thermal gradient gas 
chromatography (FF-TG-GC). The first prototype of an FF-TG-GC 
instrument was constructed in 2015 by combining the classical 
temperature gradient with an additional spatial temperature 
gradient.[6] This approach is based on theoretical calculations of 
heat transport processes and led to a fast analysis in less than 
60 seconds for one sample finding its application for example at 
lowered temperatures for explosive substances.[7]  
The analysis of multiple, overlapping samples in one 
chromatogram, coined multiplexing, has been introduced in 1967 
by Izawa for GC[8] and was extended by Trapp and co-workers for 
a high-throughput approach. This technique bases on a high 
number of short injections in fast succession, in which the pattern 
for all sample injections is coded by a pseudo-random binary 
sequence derived from Hadamard matrices.[9] This pattern allows 
decoding of the resulting highly overlapping peaks in a so-called 
multiplexed chromatogram into single chromatograms and 
represents a very powerful technology. Trapp et al. were able to 
show a throughput enhancement factor of 38. The method relies 
on short but highly reproducible injections with regard to injection 
length, time and volume. They therefore employed a specifically 
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Figure 1. MISER-GC-MS and its implementation within directed evolution 
enabling investigation of two case studies: I) carbene-transfer reaction, and II) 
hydroxylation of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene. 
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built, highly-sophisticated injector system to achieve this 
throughput enhancement.[9a] 
Welch et al. introduced MISER—multiple injections in a single 
experimental run—in 2010 as a method to enhance throughput in 
LC measurements without the need of special equipment or 
expert knowledge.[10] The MISER technique relies on injecting 
several different samples under isocratic conditions into one 
chromatography run requiring baseline separation of the 
consecutive peaks.[11] This enabled the performance of long 
chromatographic separations in a high-throughput manner as 
usually peak-free (“silent”) areas of the chromatogram are used 
for multiple injections. While MISER was originally published as  
LC technique,[11] it has already been extended to LCMS[12] and 
was applied in kinetic measurements,[11]  analysis of 
enantiopurity,[13] and determining ingredients in different 
matrices.[14]  
As a screening device for directed evolution, we required a 
medium to high throughput (>500 samples/day) technique, which 
is sensitive—down to low µM product concentrations—and allows 
the analysis of a broad range of products. The method of MISER-
GC-MS has not yet been employed for these applications or large 
sample numbers,[15] but its properties seem highly suitable for the 
application in directed evolution for several reasons: i) the 
quantification of target substances by GC-MS extracted from 
crude lysates, cell supernatants or whole cells is far less prone to 
ion suppression by matrix effects than by LC-MS systems,[16] ii) 
MISER allows a distinct throughput enhancement for GC without 
the requirement of special equipment, iii) it can be combined with 
internal standards to compensate for deviations in injection time, 
volume and length, or even in concentration due to sample 
evaporation, iv) MISER-GC-MS also enables the quantification of 
multiple molecules with overlapping peak areas, eliminating the 
need for chromatographical separation and therefore raising the 
throughput enhancement factor further and v) the MS-based 
detection is highly sensitive and allows low range detections. 
Herein, we report the development of a new MISER-GC-MS 
strategy paving the way for an assay-independent platform for 
enzymatic reactions applicable for any GC-MS equipped with an 
autosampler (Figure 1). We have performed MISER-GC-MS in 
the screening of a non-natural carbene-transfer reaction in 
Escherichia coli (E. coli) leading to the discovery of tryptophan as 
an axial heme ligand. To demonstrate the versatility of the 
MISER-GC-MS system a second reaction in a different biological 
system has been investigated: The fungal unspecific 

peroxygenase (UPO) catalysing a hydroxylation reaction 
performed in yeast cell (S. cerevisiae) supernatant. In the latter 
example 672 transformants (including controls) have been 
screened within a day using a sample injection frequency of 33 s 

while quantifying three molecules in parallel and thereafter 
normalising the enzyme concentration with a split-GFP assay. To 
further facilitate the data evaluation, a freely available R-script has 
been written allowing the analysis, quality control and correlation 
to split-GFP signal in “one click”. 

Results and Discussion 

Development of autosampler and GC-MS methods for highly 
reproducible 96-well analysis in biological matrices. 
 
A standard autosampler (AOC-5000, Shimadzu, Kyoto, JP) was 
modified for fast injection application by decoupling the 
autosampler from the GC instrument. The read-out-signal of the 
GC was suppressed enabling independently controlling of the 
autosampler. The method development commenced by altering 
various conditions at the autosampler. The various settings like 
post-cleaning with isopropanol after each injection, filling speed 
(3 µL/s) and filling strokes for each microtiter plate led to 
significantly improved standard deviations from initially 51.6 %—
no post-cleaning, 10 µL/s filling speed, no filling strokes—to 6.5 % 
(Table S2). The data were achieved using GC conditions of 
230 °C and a split ratio of 60. The GC-MS system was then further 
developed for the best MISER conditions using the product of an 
enzymatic reaction of interest, ethyl 3-indoleacetate, as well as 
methyl indole-3-carboxylate as internal standard. MISER-GC-MS 
method development was performed employing three different 
ethyl 3-indoleacetate concentrations (20, 50 and 90 µM) in 
triplicates. Due to the continuous injection of up to 96 samples 
into one experimental run, the methods have to be performed 
under an isocratic temperature profile. Further parameters, which 
were investigated were the split ratio, the MS mode (SIM or Scan) 
and the injection interval (Figure 2, Table S3, Figure S6). The 
lowest oven temperature of 150 °C led to extensive peak tailing 
and poor baseline separation therefore leading to problems in 
automated area integration. Utilising an temperature of 190 °C 
excellent baseline separation and enhanced peak shape could be 
obtained as well as an improved standard deviation at 20 µM ethyl 
3-indoleacetate from 8.6 % to 4.0 %. In order to position the 
injection peak, between different analytes peaks, the injection 
interval was altered from 67 s to 82 s. This further lowered the 
standard deviation and allowed the increase of the split ratio up 

Figure 2. A) The method development with the analytes 
ethyl 3-indoleacetate (m/z 203) and methyl indole-3-
carboxylate (m/z 175) with three different concentrations of 
ethyl 3-indoleacetate (20, 50 and 90 µM). B) Transferring the 
best conditions into 96-well format using a biological matrix 
(E. coli lysate). An alternative “stacked” method was 
developed with 3-(N-methyl-indole)acetate (m/z 217). 
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to 60 resulting in excellent standard deviations of 1.0 % for 20 µM 
ethyl 3-indoleacetate.  
With these optimised analytical conditions in hand, we further 
challenged the system by using E. coli cell lysates spiked with 
ethyl 3-indoleacetate and analysed the resulting samples in 96-
well experiments using methyl indole-3-carboxylate as the 
internal standard. As further quality control and for calibration 
purposes ethyl 3-indoleacetate (20 µM)  extracted from a buffer 
system was injected after each microtiter plate row (12 samples) 
and after 96 wells calibration standards (2 x 20 µM, 2 x 50 µM, 2 
x 90 µM) were injected as well. The system was assessed with 
the best conditions of the GC system (190 °C, split ratio 60, and 
82 s injection) leading to a standard deviation of 4.0 % (Figure 2B, 
left). This could be even further improved to a standard deviation 
of 2.5 % by increasing the temperature to 230 °C that moreover 
allowed a shorter injection interval of 33 s (Figure 2B, middle, 
Table S6).  
Since the developed methods shall be applied in the screening of 
non-natural enzyme activities, which in general suffer from low 
turnovers and require high substrate loading, the contamination 
of the GC-column could pose a substantial problem within 96 
injections. Therefore an additional method, which includes a 
heating cycle after 12 injections (one microtiter plate row) has 
been developed as previously shown by Welch et al.[15b] 
 

 

Case Study I: Screening of a YfeX enzyme library in an E. coli 
whole cell system for improved or retained activities of 
carbene transfer reactions revealed tryptophan as axial 
heme ligand 
 
With these highly reproducible data in a biological matrix in hand, 
the new MISER-GC-MS technique was applied to YfeX in a whole 
cell screening of a focused mutant library. The dye-decolorizing 
peroxidase YfeX from E. coli was previously shown to perform 
non-natural carbene-transfer reactions such as carbonyl 
olefination[17] and C—H functionalisation.[18] The starting activity 
for the latter reaction was previously improved by an alanine scan 
within the active site.[18] We were subsequently interested in the 
influence of the axial ligand in the activity of YfeX on the C—H 
functionalisation reaction. The axial ligand complexes the heme 
iron and substantially influences its redox potential and 
electrophilicity and hence the overall activity of the occurring 
heme-carbenoid complex.[19]  Amino acids having side chains, 
which are similar in size to wildtype histidine and harbour a lone 
electron pair—i.e. serine, threonine, cysteine—are preferred and 
others will most likely result in complete loss of activity. To study 
the axial ligand in YfeX, we saturated the axial ligand residue 
histidine 215—using Golden Mutagenesis[20]—and screened the 
resulting library for the occurrence of other functional axial ligands 
in whole cell reactions by stacked MISER-GC-MS using the 
carbene-transfer reaction on 1-methyl-indole. As a control for the 
background reaction cells harbouring the empty plasmid 
(pAGM22082) were included in this plate in column 6. In column 
7 the parental YfeX variant was placed as positive control 
exhibiting H215 as natural axial heme ligand. To our delight, the 
results demonstrated the feasibility of MISER-GC-MS for the 
screening of this reaction. The parental YfeX variant could be 
clearly distinguished from the background reaction included as 
empty plasmid control (Figure 3). A new variant was identified, 
which carried a highly unusual tryptophan as axial heme ligand. 
To proof that the MISERgram revealed a “true positive” result, the 
corresponding plasmid was freshly transformed, expressed and 
purified by His-Tag chromatography. These results confirmed 
YfeX-H215W showing only slightly reduced activities compared to 
the parental variant (Figure S11).  
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Case Study I: 96-well analysis by the previously developed stacked 
method for MISER-GC-MS. As controls the empty vector was included in 
column 6 and the parental YfeX variant in column 7, which harbours the axial 
ligand H215. 

Figure 4. A) Extraction and mass spectrometric analysis of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthol  in presence and absence of the other two compounds within a MISER 
experiment, B) MISER-Gram of the hydroxylation of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene with 96 biological replicates in microtiter plate format with a standard deviation 

of 9.7 %. 
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Case study II: Screening of 672 transformants of a fungal 
unspecific peroxygenase (UPO) library in S. cerevisiae 
supernatant analysing three analytes simultaneously 
 
To demonstrate that the MISER-GC-MS method can be readily 
applied to other biological, enzyme as well as reaction systems, 
the screening was applied to a shuffled library (unpublished 
results) of fungal unspecific peroxygenases (UPO),[21] which can 
be heterologously  secreted from S. cerevisiae and catalyse 
amongst other reactions the hydroxylation and further oxidation of 
1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-naphthalene (tetralin). Whereas the previous 
case study proved to allow the simultaneous quantification of the 
internal standard and the product, we here aimed toward the 
analysis of three molecules with one sample injection every 33 s. 
To determine the feasibility of the quantification of three 
molecules by MISER-GC-MS the samples 1,2,3,4-
tetrahydronaphthol, α-tetralone and 1-naphthol were injected in 
three different concentrations and the MS response compared to 
the obtained values when injecting only one analyte at a time 
(Figure 4, A). The data for each analyte revealed excellent 
correlation to the analysis with the simultaneous analysis of all 
molecules, hence allowing the desired simultaneous analysis of 
the three target molecules. One previously identified UPO variant 
was 96 times expressed (biological replicates) in microtiter plate 
format and the corresponding UPO containing supernatant tested 
for the conversion of tetralin and analysed by MISER-GC-MS. The 
aim was to validate that the MISER-GC-MS technology enabled 
the analysis of the entire plate with the individually expressed 
variant with an overall standard deviation of less than 10 %. We 
were delighted to see that the analysis of the entire 96 well plate 
within 48 minutes showed a standard deviation of only 9.7 % for 
the formation of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-naphthol (Figure 4, B). We 
now created a chimera library consisting of 243 possible gene 
combinations and screened 672 transformants produced and 
secreted in S. cerevisiae supernatant. In the seven different 96 
well plates, four previously discovered novel, active UPO variants 
have been placed. All four variants could be identified within the 
screening as well as >30 newly identified hits (Figure 5). 
In order to be able to deconvolute the actual protein amount from 
the protein activity within a single microtiter plate, each variant 
was equipped with a C-terminal fused split-GFP tag (GFP-11) 
resulting in a quantitative fluorescence signal upon recombination 
with GFP-1-10.[22] Correlation of GC-MS with split-GFP data 
revealed several hits showing a decreased secretion compared to 
PaDa-I as WT and decreased activity but yielding a comparable 
or even higher activity-to-protein-amount factor. 
Due to the resulting huge amount of data and to ensure high 
quality and correct peak integration in each microtiter plate, an 
automatised R-script has been written. The script assesses the 
data from the MISERgram for reproducibility (based on internal 
standard) and based on the injection interval whether every peak 
has been correctly integrated or injected. All data are displayed 
as chromatogram were each m/z signal can be individually 
selected and zoomed in via hover-visualization. The quotient of 
internal standard and product peak is built and illustrated as bar 
chart and colour-coded microtiter plate for fast data evaluation. 
Lastly, the data are correlated to the split-GFP signal giving an 
expression independent activity signal. All data are shown in one 
final output html file. 

Conclusion 

The development of MISERGC-MS was shown for its application 

in directed evolution.  

Two methods were developed: the stacked method with particular 

relevance to low activities and large amounts of side-products 

including a cleaning step after every 12th injection to improve the 

quality of the acquired data. The second method for the screening 

of natural enzymatic reactions, which generally has only few side-

products, was run with 33 s injection interval allowing microtiter 

plate analysis within 50 min. Both systems were employed by 

screening two different enzymes and reactions in two biological 

systems demonstrating the applicability of the MISER-GC-MS 

system. For the YfeX catalysed carbene-transfer reaction a highly 

unusual variant with tryptophan as an axial ligand could be 

identified. For the screening of the chimera library of fungal 

unspecific peroxygenase (UPO) the system allowed the analysis 

of seven plates within a day resulting in new peroxygenase 

chimeras as catalysts. The additional R-script provides the user 

with quick a quality control and data evaluation, also taking into 

account the protein quantification based on a split-GFP assay.  

The demonstrated MISER-GC-MS technology can be 

implemented into any laboratory with a GC-MS equipped with an 

autosampler. 
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